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Abstract 
Following the trend of repurposing library space to meet modern user needs, Western University is undergoing a 
planned revitalization and renovation of its largest library on campus. As a result, 500,000 items will need to be 
shifted to other locations or off‐ site storage. In this session we will outline the impact of metadata work in shifting 
this large collection of material to a shared print preservation storage facility, in coordination with Western Uni-
versity’s Keep@Downsview partnership (https://downsviewkeep.org/). Keep@Downsview is a partnership of five 
universities to preserve the scholarly record in Ontario in a shared, high‐ density storage and preservation facility. 
We will demonstrate the importance of collaboration and communication between collections librarians and 
metadata librarians to improve identification of materials for shared print preservation. While past Charleston 
Conference presentations have discussed weeding legacy print collections, this session will focus on the importance 
of metadata matching processes. Speaking from experience at Western University, we will identify the types of 
tools and skills that we use to facilitate this work (such as MarcEdit, Excel, Python, OpenRefine, Google Sheets, and 
regular expressions). In highlighting the value of metadata for collections‐ based projects, attendees will walk away 
with talking points to advocate for quality metadata at their institution and with vendors. 
Background 
This paper summarizes Western University’s shared 
print preservation program, Keep@Dowsnview, 
and the metadata work involved in shifting low‐ use 
material. Located in London, Ontario, Canada, West-
ern University (the University of Western Ontario) is 
an Association of Research Libraries (ARL) member 
with approximately 36,000 FTE. The university has 
seven campus libraries and three affiliated university 
college libraries. There are four physical storage loca-
tions for material including two on‐ campus sites and 
two off campus, which, from the user’s perspective, 
displays as “Storage—Use Request Item.” Western 
University’s current acquisition budget is approx-
imately $15 million, which supports the research, 
teaching, and learning mission of the university. 
What Is Keep@Downsview? 
Keep@Downsview is a shared single‐ copy print preser-
vation partnership between five ARL member univer-
sities in Ontario: Queen’s University in Kingston, the
University of Ottawa, McMaster University in Hamil-
ton, Western University in London, and the University
of Toronto. The partnership’s intent is “to preserve the
scholarly record in Ontario in a shared high‐ density
storage and preservation facility located at the Univer-
sity of Toronto’s Downsview Campus in North Toronto.
Preserving and maintaining this valuable collection
ensures that these resources will be available for gen-
erations to come” (Keep@Downsview, 2017). As the
partnership is not a national or provincial consortial
project, each institution operates its own Integrated
Library System (ILS) software. The initial proposal
included the use of existing institutional interlibrary
loan (ILL) programs to transfer physical materials or
provide desktop delivery (Horava et al., 2017). To
eliminate duplication of content, each institution must
compare and match their own bibliographic records
against those held at Downsview, and subsequently
also compare it to material held in the University of
Toronto Library System. 
Without a middleware software solution in place, 
the task of comparing local holdings to those of the 
University of Toronto has been a challenge for the 
partners. This initiative is currently a very labor‐ 
intensive process, as metadata is compared largely 
via Excel spreadsheets, based on data exported from 












        
 
 
          
 
            
 
          
different ILS systems. As part of a consortia initia-
tive with the Ontario Council of University Libraries 
(OCUL), on December 12th, 2019, three of the five 
partners (University of Ottawa, Queen’s University, 
and Western University) will launch a new shared 
library services platform (LSP)—Ex Libris’s Alma. The 
use of a shared system will enable these three part-
ners to view one another’s holdings more efficiently; 
however, without the University of Toronto’s hold-
ings included in the shared LSP, metadata matching 
workflows for the Keep@Downsview project remain 
challenging. 
Importance of Quality Metadata 
It is critical to have quality metadata when embark-
ing on a large‐ scale matching project such as Keep@ 
Downsview. Yet, often this is not the case with large 
library collections. Material description and encoding 
practices have varied dramatically over the decades, 
leading to inconsistencies in data. As Horava et al. 
emphasize, “do not underestimate the data chal-
lenges caused by heterogeneous systems in place 
at different institutions” (2017). Some of the factors 
that may contribute to inconsistencies in cataloging 
across institutions include variation in descriptive 
practices, local policies and cataloging exceptions, 
vendor-derived records, brief records, format-
blind records, unintentional typos, and “cataloger’s 
judgment.” Metadata is messy. Each set or batch of 
records can contain any variety of the above listed 
inconsistencies. This means that each project at each 
library will have unique metadata challenges based 
on the context in which the metadata exists. 
In most cases, material at Western that was selected 
for shared print preservation included older vol-
umes with minimal‐ level metadata and no standard 
identifiers (such as an OCLC number or an ISBN). 
Additionally, the quality of metadata often varied 
dramatically as it included material described in a 
variety of formats (AACR, AACR2, RDA, etc.). Many 
of the records identified for the matching work-
flow were brief records, manually entered into an 
electronic system from print-based card catalog 
information. Taking this into account, matching to 
the Keep@Downsview partners becomes extremely 
difficult without standard match points. 
OCLC Data Sync 
An OCLC Data Sync (formerly OCLC Reclamation) is 
a valuable step in bibliographic metadata matching 
since it increases the match rates in automated 
processes. The purpose of OCLC numbers in local 
records is to match local holdings with those in the 
world’s largest Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC) 
to provide a common reference key for bibliographic 
metadata worldwide. Essentially, an OCLC Data Sync 
is a service that libraries can use to synchronize their 
local holdings to exact items in OCLC’s database. 
OCLC assigns a new number for material it does not 
find an “exact match” for, provided the record meets 
the minimum standards for WorldCat records. When 
complete, OCLC returns files with a standardized 
number inserted in the 035 MARC field. For records 
that were not matched to OCLC’s database and did 
not meet OCLC requirements, the library receives 
reports identifying why each record was rejected. 
Two main issues within unmatched records are 
sparse coding and encoding errors. The Data Sync 
process can be complicated, confusing, and a shared 
struggle that many technical services units experi-
ence (see Appendix A for a selected list of related 
resources). 
The Keep@Downsview project coincided with the 
previously mentioned multiyear initiative to migrate 
to a consortially shared library services platform 
(LSP). There are 14 Ontario University Libraries 
participating in this initiative, including three from 
Keep@Downsview. The data migration for this new 
shared initiative required an OCLC Data Sync of our 
records, as Ex Libris uses the OCLC number as the 
basis for matching all member records to build what 
they call the consortia “Network Zone.” As such, the 
Data Sync of our records became a critical key to 
both our new shared LSP and the Keep@Downsview 
project. It is highly recommended to complete a Data 
Sync before joining projects of this scale. 
Match Points 
The Keep@Downsview partnership emphasizes the
avoidance of duplication when possible. The better
the metadata of both the University of Toronto Librar-
ies (UTL) and its partners, the greater the likelihood
that material is not duplicated within the UTL system.
Since partners are required to match our records to
those located within one of UTL’s 36 library locations,
as well as at the Downsview facility, partners must 
sort their data into three different streams. If an
item we want to send to storage does not match an
existing record in the UTL system, we send both the
metadata (bibliographic and holdings information) as
well as the physical item. If an item we want to send
is identical to one found at one of the UTL locations,
we do not send our record, only our physical material
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B C G H 
1 LCN#l • LC#2 T ISBN .T TITLE 
2 b20123723 0002233282 The foreign student/ Philippe Lat 
3 817492 0002233282 The foreign student/ Philippe Lat 
4 b27865587 '6002257777 Theo's odyssey/ Catherine Cl{acu 
5 3035855 '6002257777 Theo's odyssey/ Catherine Cleme 
6 b26852986 '6002556227 Proust among the stars/ Malcolrr 
7 2121998 '6002556227 Proust among the stars/ Malcolrr 
8 b19680806 '6025994 700 The wedding/ Yann Queff{acute}< 
9 1894170 '6025994 700 The wedding/ Yann Queffe lec ; tr 
10 b23226432 koo30718872 The book of Abraham/ Marek Ha 
11 3482534 0030718872 The book of Abraham/ Marek Ha 
12 b18663047 0091560616 Cyrano de Bergerac/ Edmond Ro, 
13 3076939 0091560616 Cyrano de Bergerac/ Edmond Ro, 
14 b19939930 0091706505 The batt le of Wagram / Gilles Lap 
15 2072618 0091706505 The Batt le of Wagram / Gilles Lap 
16 b23140392 '6091748569 Andre Malraux: a biography/ Cu 
17 1323476 '6091748569 Andre Malraux: a biography/ Cu 
18 b2031162x 0151360707 God's equa l / Alain Absire; trans l 
19 324445 'o151360707 God's equa l / Alain Absire; transl 
20 2328631 'o151360707 God's equa l / Alain Absire; trans l 
21 b10349790 ro151448922 Intimate memoirs : includ ing Mar 
22 46831 '6151448922 Intimate memoirs : includ ing Mar 
23 b19911579 0151492506 Lazarus/ Alain Absire ; translated 
24 773986 0151492506 Lazarus/ Alain Absire; translated 
and corresponding holdings metadata. If an item
we want to send matches to an item located in the
Downsview facility, we notify UTL to modify the 
holdings information of selected materials. Thus, a 
single, verified match point becomes invaluable when
attempting to automate a matching process. 
Having a quality match point means there is less data 
cleanup and it makes the process easier to automate.
Prior to completing an OCLC Data Sync, Western
Libraries did not rely on a single match point, nor
did we attempt to automate any part of the process.
Rather, we used a fuzzy matching combination of
ISBN, title, and imprint to manually match our records
to the University of Toronto’s Downsview holdings.
While a manual process guarantees the highest match
rate, it is an incredibly labor‐ and time‐ intensive
process and the best approach for a small selection of
materials. However, when attempting to match thou-
sands of records, a fully human‐ mediated matching
process is not financially viable. Thus, we looked to
metadata tools to facilitate the human mediation and
reduce time, labor, and financial efforts.
Approaches	 to 	Metadata	Matching 
While there are several options to facilitate auto-
mated record matching, institutional commitment
of financial resources in the process can vary widely.
Investigating outsourcing options to conduct the work
is highly recommended for institutions embarking
on a metadata matching process/partnership. OCLC
Greenglass and GoldRush are examples of products/ 
tools that can be used to facilitate collection analysis
and metadata matching. Given the “home‐ grown”
nature of the Keep@Downsview partnership and
the time constraints of the project, Western Librar-
ies chose to move forward with in‐ house metadata 
librarian‐driven matching. As previously noted, when
exploration into the Keep@Downsview partnership
began, attention was focused on manually and visu-
ally matching records based on ISBN, title, publication
information, and imprint dates. As progress was
made in the collection shifting project, team member
skills needed enhancement in order to improve pro-
cesses. (See Appendix B for a list of tools and learning
resources to help develop skills needed to effectively
undertake and automate a metadata matching proj-
ect.) Three approaches to metadata matching were
used: visual matching (fully human mediated), Excel
VLOOKUP (semi‐ human mediated), and a Python
script (faster, semi‐ human mediated).
Visual Matching 
For visual matching of ISBNs basic Excel tools such 
as the sort, filter, and coloration of duplicates were 
used (Figure 1). Advanced Excel add‐ in programs, 
Figure	1.	Visual	matching	method	used	 at 	Western	University. 
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a9004132821 fFALSE) i21321516 
a0313211981 
, 
#N/ A a809305461 i15582516 
a0820410713 • #N/A i12102982 
6 a0712676333 • #N/A a9004132821 i51506142 
7 a3110153939 i34891729 a313211981 i14381977 
8 a1895431719 • #N/A a819164925 a8191649 i23384050 
9 a1895431700 i35161711 a820410713 i24077562 
10 a9781933146478 i61621572 a712676333 i33165427 
a1933146478 • #N/A a3110153939 i34891729 
a0415129435 • #N/A i15583132 
a1568360959 i27447856 a673079511 i1270216x 
a0312218990 
. 
#N/A a673994295 a6739943 i2718061x 
a1896064000 i33057874 a253139309 i15583338 
a9059721209 i57989357 a471844802 i15583405 
a9789059721203 • #N/A i15583521 
a9052011893 i48832273 a913966568 a9139665 i14423674 
a1859735762 i44502813 i15583570 
a1859735819 
. 




37 a8423921263 i21889168 i19734104 
38 a748602003 i25067412 i15583910 
39 a0860786501 • #N/A i15584021 
40 a0820424404 • #N/ A a701121432 i12618986 
41 a1560000929 i25979383 a394543955 i25520945 
42 a0023328401 
. 
#N/ A a394402294 i21652259 
I UTL results I UWO results VLOOKUP1 VLOOKUP2 I WL-UTL MATCH I No match I °' 
Edit \'!w 
such as ASAP Utilities and Ablebits, were also 
used. In visual matching, a comparison is made of 
two records to verify if they are exact matches by 
combining records from both institutions into one 
spreadsheet, sorting by ISBN number, and then com-
paring the descriptive metadata of each line. Visual 
matching at the bibliographic level becomes prob-
lematic for multiple reasons. First, multiple volumes 
of a work (such as a multivolume set, for example) 
can have the same ISBN number, thus triggering the 
need for further investigation. Second, ISBNs can be 
used multiple times and applied (erroneously) to the 
print and electronic records, requiring further inves-
tigation to determine whether or not one is looking 
at a true match. Overall, while extremely accurate, 
this process is incredibly time consuming and not 
recommended for large data sets. However, for this 
project, it helped the Metadata librarians become 
familiar with the metadata in order to quickly iden-
tify inconsistencies and trends. 
Excel VLOOKUP 
Once familiar with the metadata, the basic Excel 
function—VLOOKUP—became a useful tool in 
semi‐ automating the matching process (Figure 2). 
Although semi‐ automated, the function still needed 
to be written for each batch of records. Additionally, 
using the VLOOKUP function meant that the data 
within the field needed to be perfectly clean: free of 
extraneous qualifiers (such as price or format) and 
spaces that catalogers often add to the MARC 020 
field. When a VLOOKUP is used, a manual quality 
check is required to remove false matches. 
Python Script 
Python programming is a valuable skill for metadata 
librarians. Although it can require a significant time 
commitment up front, knowledge of a programming 
language is a skill that may be drawn upon for a wide 
variety of metadata projects. At Western Libraries, 
a simple Python script was used to automate the 
matching processes for OCLC and ISBN numbers by 
automating a VLOOKUP style function on prepared 
data sets (Figure 3). This script is linked in Appendix 
B under the Tools section. In order to use the script 
effectively, a clean match point is required as well as 
a data file that follows a strict set of formatting rules. 
These rules need to be thoroughly documented, and 
Figure	2.	VLOOKUP	matching	method	used	 at 	Western	University. 
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21 lines (18 sloe) 858 Bytes 
i mport pandas as pd 
2 from pandas import DataFrame, read_excel , merge, Excel\~riter 
3 
4 #matches against OCLC numbers 
5 df_l read_excel( 'U:\\ .. . l~L-UTL data .xlsx' , sheet_name= 'WL-OCLC' ) 
df_2 read_excel(' U:\\ ... WL-UTL data.xlsx' , sheet_name='UTL-OCLC') 
df _3 df _1 . merge(df _2, on=' OCLc' , hmo1=' i nner' ) 
8 df_4 read_excel( 'U:\\ .. . l~L-UTL data .xlsx' , sheet_name= 'WL-ISBN') 
df_5 read_excel(' U:\\ ... WL-UTL data.xlsx' , sheet_name= 'UTL-ISBN') 
10 df_6 df_4 . merge(df _5, on='ISBN' , hm,i= ' i nner' ) 
11 df _7 df _3. merge(df _6, hmo1= 'outer' ) 
12 df_8 =df_4.merge(df_7, how= 'left') 
13 
14 # writes a new spreadsheet 
15 write r = pd . Excelwriter(' U:\\ ... WL-UTL match.xlsx' , engine= 'xlsxwriter ' ) 
16 df_3.to_excel (writ er, sheet_name=' OCLc' ) 
17 df_6. to_excel (writer, sheet_name= 'ISBN') 
18 df_7 .to_excel (writer, sheet_name= ' COMBINED') 
19 df_8 . to_excel (writer, sheet_name='UNMATCHED') 
20 writer . save ( ) 
ANALYZE 
RECORDS 
PREPARE DATA FOR MATCHING 
MATCH PROCESS 
QUALITY CHECK SORT RECORDS INTO 
STORAGE STREAMS 
Figure	3.	Python	matching	method	used	 at 	Western	University. 
Figure	4.	Metadata	matching	workflow	used	 at 	Western	University. 
the documentation needs to accompany the script. 
While this script is time effective in that it speeds up 
the matching process, a manual quality check still 
needs to be completed as part of the workflow. 
Metadata	Matching	Workflow 
The metadata matching workflow used by Western 
Libraries follows five high‐ level phases (Figure 4). In 
all cases of metadata matching, the first step is to 
analyze and become familiar with the data, identify-
ing which fields would be good candidates for match 
points. Next, the data must be cleaned and prepared 
for matching (e.g., removal of extraneous spaces, 
data points on individual rows, etc.). Consideration 
must be given to end needs and output. This phase 
is a time‐ consuming and unavoidable element of 
metadata matching, though the relative time spent 
on this phase can be mitigated by ensuring quality 
metadata from the start. The next phase of the 
workflow is the matching process, which is the only 
phase that can be automated and which Western 
Libraries has worked to refine. Following this phase is 
the important quality check, where data is reviewed 
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by a metadata librarian in order to remove any false 
matches that may have been generated due to low 
quality or inaccurate data. The final phase is to sort 
the data into files that can be used by collections 
maintenance staff to physically move the material. 
Communication and Collaboration 
There are many layers of communication and col-
laboration at stake in a metadata matching project 
of this caliber, both at the institution and within the 
Keep@Downsview partnership. At both the insti-
tutional and partnership level, metadata librarians 
need to communicate with colleagues in Collections 
about metadata matching challenges encountered. 
At an institutional level, there should be clear lines 
of communication between collections and meta-
data librarians. An example would be the inclusion 
of metadata representation on collections project 
teams and vice versa (Darcovich, Flynn, & Li, 2019). 
It is important to acknowledge the interconnect-
edness between the work of metadata and collec-
tions librarians and to act accordingly, so material 
is handled appropriately throughout the collection 
life cycle. Developing these stronger communication 
channels between departments will help projects 
run smoothly from start to finish (van Ballegooie & 
Borie, 2015). 
It is crucial that staff involved in a project like Keep@ 
Downsview have a basic understanding of metadata 
and collections processes, and the significance of 
both throughout the project life cycle. Inviting staff 
to an initial project orientation meeting where they 
are provided with an overview of the project can set 
the tone for success. Previous studies, such as those 
by Darcovich, Flynn, and Li (2019), have noted that 
when staff have limited metadata and cataloging 
knowledge, this can later affect metadata cleanup, 
and in the case of Western Libraries’ participation in 
Keep@Downsview, metadata matching. 
Another area in which collaborative communica-
tion may improve project outcomes centers on the 
concept of a well‐ defined workflow for partner 
institutions to follow. Creation of this workflow could 
include clear guidelines and procedures for meta-
data, best practices, and the responsibilities therein 
for each member of the partnership. For example, 
there is some discussion among librarians (Maiorana 
et al., 2019) regarding a best practice to record 
information on the material’s condition in the MARC 
583 note field to improve consortia collaboration 
in the future. Following this practice at large could 
assist metadata librarians in matching to the best 
possible copy for preservation. Creating and commu-
nicating a shared workflow for collaborative projects 
enables the consistent use of field data, such as the 
MARC 583 note, when working on shared collections 
projects. 
Next Steps: Advocating for Quality Metadata 
Advocating for quality metadata locally includes 
consistent investment in training and professional 
development for staff in technical services depart-
ments. There is a strategic advantage to these 
investments, as high‐ quality metadata creation 
and management relies on people with specialized 
knowledge, skills, and experience. Tasks like large‐ 
scale print preservation projects that are based 
on metadata matching can encounter significant 
metadata barriers, which can reduce the overall 
quality and rate of matching and jeopardize projects. 
These barriers may be lessened for future initiatives 
by adequately maintaining metadata standards and 
description, a model that requires skilled technical 
services staff. A significant investment in people is 
an investment in quality metadata, which has the 
potential to mitigate data‐ related roadblocks and 
save on future labor costs. 
Quality metadata also requires building strong 
relationships and communication channels with 
vendors. It is important to periodically evaluate 
the quality of vendor‐ supplied bibliographic data 
to ensure it meets minimum standards, as outlined 
in a vendor agreement (if applicable). Different 
agreements offer different levels of cataloging, so it 
is important for metadata librarians to be consulted 
on these elements of a contract. In advocating for 
quality metadata, collections librarians should form 
a feedback loop between the metadata team and 
vendors to ensure improvements in record quality 
are communicated and realized. Communication and 
teamwork at the onset can go a long way to aiding in 
the success of long‐ term collaborative metadata and 
shared print preservation projects. 
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Appendix A: Selected OCLC Data Sync Resources 





ALCTS Presentation: Surviving An OCLC Data 
Sync by Kim Edwards, George Mason University, 
June 2018—https://drive.google.com/file/d
/1B6tNnH‐YVKGdhIH7PQLxKljd3IbwIp‐t/view 




Harvard University—OCLC Data Sync (Maintain-
ing Holdings in WorldCat)—https://wiki.harvard
.edu/confluence/pages/viewpage.action?pageId
=229314649 













Terry Reese YouTube Channel—https://www
.youtube.com/user/tpreese 
MarcEdit Development Website—https:// 
marcedit.reeset.net/ 
Library Carpentry: Open Refine—https://library
carpentry.org/lc‐open‐refine/ 
Library Carpentry: Python Intro for Libraries— 
https://librarycarpentry.org/lc‐python‐intro
/aio.html 
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